
Interaction Design (“Expert”) Review - SAMPLE 
To practice my games user research and playtesting/usability skill set, I did a series of tests on a 

mobile endless runner style game available for free in both the Google Play and App Stores in early 

2015. This document looks at the Interaction Design of the game in particular, focusing on the 

quality, accurateness and timeliness of feedback to the player, bugs/glitches/typos and consistency 

within the controls for the genre. 

The review itself was done by writing down notes as I walked through the game, going through the 

first time experience, playing for a while, and then trying to repeat errors/bugs and trying to break 

potentially high risk elements. These notes were then processed and categorised based on the 

screens and modes they occurred in, which are organised chronologically, i.e. first time opening 

sequence, load screen, main menu and in-game. Some examples of the summary are shown below. 

First time opening sequence 

 Tutorial: Text goes too fast to be able to read the hint, was only displayed <5 seconds. 

 Tutorial: Failed multiple times without feedback. Why is the tutorial this hard? It requires 

you to use a lot of game mechanics that are not used in the first two areas of the game. 

 Tutorial: NPC hint is given in a very dark design style & the reflection of the player’s head in 

the device makes it very hard to read. 

 Tutorial: Can't repeat the tutorial. Tutorial went by very quickly. (Can possibly only redo the 

tutorial by resetting the full game.) 

Loading Screen 

 Has Twitter hash tag, but you can’t interact with it at all: You can't click it to tweet, so users 

have to memorise the tag, remember they wanted to tweet about something, open Twitter 

after playing the game and write it out manually. 

In-Game 

 Animation when crashing: When you crash by running into a rock (e.g. not jumping/sliding), 

the animation looks super awkward (body twists in unnatural ways). 

 Running into the wall halts game: Sometimes when you do not swipe left/right in time at a 

T-split, the runner will run into the wall and stop running. You can still jump, but you cannot 

turn and must wait out the timer, essentially getting completely stuck. (Can't reproduce 

persistently. I think it's when you're at a certain velocity?) 

General 

 Slower Tablets (any menu): Text from previous load is shown for a few repaint()'s before it is 

updated. This is the case both for switching between runners, or after you've switched 

languages. (e.g. switch language from English -> German will show the English text for a few 

frames, then update) 

 Quit button: There is no “Quit” button in any of the menu screens. Not all users are aware of 

how to manually kill an app. 


